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"Political Evolution in the various Human Races" (i890) , and in his recent book, " Juridical Evolution," to reconstruct the scale of the moral development of mankind. For this purpose he utilizes the rich material of anthropological and sociological facts known at the present time, brings together and interprets the laws, institutions, customs, etc., of the various human races, beginning with the lowest, and does not omit at the end to rapidly forecast the moral future of man. In his last work the author first points out (chap. i.) " the origins of right," demonstrating its biological root, and describing its embryonic development. In the second chapter he sets forth the most rudimentary forms of right ("justice among republican tribes"). In the six following chapters he describes justice in the different monarchies (monarchical tribes, barbaric monarchies, large and small; justice in China).
The author next analyzes justice among the Berberic races (chap. ix.), among the Arabs (chap. x.), Hebraic justice (chap. xi.), justice in India and Persia (chap. xii.), justice in Greece (chap. xiii.), in ancient Rome (chaps. xiv., xv.), among the barbarous Aryans (chap. xvi.), then justice among the Germans (chap. xvii.), and, finally, feudal justice (chap. xviii.).
In the last chapter the author draws the conclusion which naturally follows the facts he has given: " The very imperfect sense of justice, actually prevailing to-day in the brains of most of those who have but little culture, is only a result of the life of their ancestors, a slow and painful acquisition, a psychical transformation, an idealization of the need of vengeance." (P. 488.) This need manifested itself at first with continual regularity, in the form of retaliation, then in that of pecuniary compensation, which was given first to the injured person, then to the chief, the state. This last form of compensation did away with the primitive desire for vengeance, the individual having no longer any hope for material advantages for himself. When the state charged itself with the prosecution of crimes, the idea of abstract impersonal justice began to take shape in the minds of men. Henceforth it was organized society itself which took revenge, and not the injured individual.
The punishment of criminals is still to-day looked upon as social revenge. " Our tribunals," the author truly remarks, " have not ceased to regard themselves as more or less charged with a mission of revenge; our courts are still inspired by a vague sentiment of legal wrath, a feeble echo of the ancient talion of primitive races." But juridical evolution will not stop at this phase. The author foresees the time when the courts will no longer punish. " They will only do the work of social preservation and, if possible, of education." (P. The great importance and unquestionable usefulness of this book and of the works of Dr. Letourneau in general, consist in the abundance of historical and sociological material, in the enormous accumulation of facts which support the author's assertions and conclusions. His patient collection and judicious coordination of evidences will undoubtedly render a great service in the construction of ethical science. And, looked at from an ethical point of view, a more exact knowledge of the past morals of mankind will greatly increase faith in the possibility of attaining, in the future, a moral ideal that will be purer and more elevated than that which prevails at present. It is in this way that the ethical movement which comes to us from America-the great culture movement of our time-will be able to explain in history its actual success and the hope of its future victory.
T. GAVANESCUL. Lhziversity of iassy, Roumania. This work, as the general editor of the " Philosophical Library" points out, is not a translation in the ordinary sense. It was specially written for the series to which it belongs, and was produced first in English dress from the author's manuscript, under the most careful supervision. Naturally, in these circumstances, the highest expectations regarding it were raised, not only among philosophical students, but also in theological circles. Perhaps those anticipations were too high; certain it is they cannot be said to have been completely realized. Not that a scholar of Dr. Pfleiderer's power and skill has produced a work unworthy of his reputation. But, since his " Religionsphilosophie," we judge him by a standard which could be applied to few others. The expectation had been for a final work on this momentous period in the evolution of religious thought, -final, that is, for the present generation,-even although it was remarked that an absolutely final judgment could not yet be pronounced, the movement being still in progress. Taken as a whole, the book is partly satisfactory, partly unsatisfactory. In its wide learning and critical penetration, as in its luminous treatment of certain writers, it cannot soon be surpassed. The easy mastery with which our author threads his way among the tangled mazes of German theological thought is impressive, more especially in the Third Book, where Dr. Pfleiderer is on his own chosen ground of " Biblical and Historical Theology." His acute critical penetration, again, is seen in his criticism of Hegel, and in his fine appreciation of Schleiermacher's true historical position. Here, indeed, he is expounding once more his own relationship to those two writers. The explanation of the historical influence which ought to be accorded to the Glaubenslehre is admirable; it is not only of the highest interest, it is also thoroughly fair. The essential ethical element in religion here receives just the kind of recognition which we should have expected from the author of the clear monograph, "Religion und Moral." And we can only express disappointment that Dr. Pfleiderer did not continue the treatment here accorded to Schleiermacher in other cases. He has too frequently forgotten that the truest theologians must, in the first place, possess religious affinities. He often tends to set the head in authority over the heart, and thus to mistake, or rather to minimize, those with whom he is not in agreement. A current of this kind can, for example, be detected in his treatment of Christian von Hofmann (pp. I73-I77) .
But once more, on the other side, his account of thinkers with whom he sympathizes is often admirable. A. E. Biedermann (pp. I37-I45) is fully and fairly appreciated; so too, though in a lesser degree, is F. C. Baur; and Vatke also receives the recognition, which too few have been willing to accord him, even although, strangely enough, it is granted only within the limits of critical theology. In the English section, further, Maurice, T. H. Green, and Dr. John Caird receive just attention. The
